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MEMORIES OF CONSTRUCTING THE FUJITSU BUILDING, BRACKNELL
Nick Hamilton
A recent Panorama programme focusing on the current Post Office
scandal showed a number of images of the Fujitsu building in
Bracknell, Berkshire that brought back memories of a period in the
early days of my career in construction engineering and
management. In 1969 my employer, the contractor George Wimpey
Ltd, sent me to Bracknell to take up site engineering duties on the
company’s latest high profile UK construction project, the building of
the International Computers Ltd computer centre (ICL was the
original occupier of the building). The project involved constructing
an eleven story main building plus a number of ancillary structures
and extensive external works. The principal add-on structure was the
huge computer hall at the rear of the building that was planned to be
the centre of Britain’s computer technology research and
development effort. The project was conceived and initiated by Tony
Benn, Minister of Technology in Harold Wilson’s government.
When I arrived on site there was just a green field and a small yellow hut occupied by a
senior site engineer. Our initial task was to establish the dimensional control network that
would guide the construction process. It was a daunting task for me, a young site engineer
who had never been involved before in such a large and complicated project. Control
stations for building line and level were established using steel tapes and optical
instruments, theodolites and levels; this was long before the days of electronic surveying
equipment. Protecting our vital stations from rampaging diggers and trucks that were
starting to move about the site with increasing frequency was a problem for us. They
tended to show scant regard for our pegs even those embedded in concrete and protected
by wooden fences.
By the time we were well on with setting out the dimensional control network the site was
becoming fully established with more huts and a growing compliment of staff, plant and
operatives. It soon became clear that the senior engineer found our task very challenging.
He was at times withdrawn and showed signs of considerable anxiety. One day he did not
arrive for work. There was no explanation and he continued to be absent into the following
week. We were told that he had not been at his home and seemed to have disappeared completely. We never
saw him again and about a year later I learned that his body had been found in deep undergrowth in a remote part
of Wimbledon Common. It was assumed that the strain of being responsible for the dimensional control network
had proved too much for him and he had suffered a complete breakdown that led to his death. As a result of his
disappearance I was told I was now the senior engineer and remained so until the late stages of the project.
My duties quickly evolved from dimensional control to a supervisory role within a team of managers and foremen
responsible for day-to-day progression of the construction process. A small team of site engineers was assigned
to me; they carried out most of the instrument work whilst I contributed to directing excavation, the erection of
reinforcement cages, formwork and the placing of concrete. The foundations of the main building plus its ancillary
structures took many months to complete but as soon as the foundations had progressed sufficiently far ahead
erection of the structural steel frame began. Guiding the work of the sub-contractor erecting the steel frame
became an additional task for my team of engineers and me.
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The computer hall at the back of the main building presented a number of
difficulties. Its floor was at the same level as the ground floor of the main
building but below it was an enormous plant room destined to house a
range of equipment; principally the large air handling units that would
keep the environment in the computer hall at a constant level of
temperature and humidity. The floor of the plant room comprised a mass
of interconnected cable trenches all constructed in-situ. The excavation
work and subsequent formwork, steel reinforcement and concrete placing
tested our resolve over a number of difficult winter months. The horizontal
concrete surfaces between the trenches had to be ‘polished’ to a high
level of smoothness and impermeability and this required operatives on
their hands and knees working with steel floats to work up the surface of the freshly poured concrete. There were
a number of occasions when the concrete gang worked all through cold winter nights to achieve an acceptable
finish to these concrete surfaces. I was often with them.
With the completion of the main building steel frame and in situ floors external cladding panels were installed. It
was during this period of the construction that we had an interesting diversion from everyday life by the arrival of a
film company wanting to use the site during the making of a
feature film. The movie was called ‘Villain’ and starred
Richard Burton as a very unpleasant gangster. A major scene
in the film is a payroll robbery and the Clark Eaton glass
factory just down the road from our project was chosen for the
location to film the action. Our site was used as a base during
the filming of this section and a long distance shot of the
robbery scene was filmed from the top of the main building.
Images of the building under construction appear briefly
before and during the hijack sequence but you have to be
quick not to miss them. During one break in the filming a Rolls
Royce arrived carrying Elizabeth Taylor who had come to see
Richard Burton. There was a certain amount of excitement on site about her visit that did nothing for the
momentum of the construction process.
On the right hand end of the main building is an extension that was originally planned to be a conference centre.
The roof is a complex mixture of pitched and horizontal surfaces clad in copper sheeting and this was the location
of one of the two serious accidents that occurred on the project. One of the tower cranes was moving a bundle of
false ceiling support rods and the route took the load over the top of the conference centre. The bundle tilted
during transit (presumably due to bad slinging) and most of the rods slipped out. They plunged down punching
straight through the copper roof covering and finished up embedded in the floor of the centre. Miraculously nobody
was hurt in the incident but the roof covering was severely damaged and an enquiry was launched that lasted for
some days.
The other accident was much more serious and I was involved as the first person to arrive on the scene moments
after the events. At the time a sub-contractor in the plant room below the computer hall was carrying out a
programme of cable jointing with hot pitch a major component in the process. Two operatives were working in a
cable trench when one of them accidently tipped a full bucket of hot pitch onto the other operative crouching in the
bottom of the trench. I came across the scene moments later during one of my tours of the work sites. The man in
the trench was in a terrible condition and there was nothing we could do but wait for the emergency services to
arrive. It was a terrible wait that I will never forget. I learned the next day that the man had died in hospital. A major
enquiry took place but by the time any of the results became known I was away on a different project.
Seeing images of the building on television brought back many memories of a time in my
career that I was given the opportunity to make a name for myself and build a future in
construction that sustained me all my working life. The memories are mixed, some good and
some bad, but my time at the ICL Computer Centre project, 50 years ago, has stayed in my
memory longer than many more recent projects that I’ve worked on.
Nick is a retired construction engineer.
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THE GILLETTE BUILDING, BASINGSTOKE ROAD, READING
Jo Alexander-Jones
The ‘Gillette Building’ at 452 Basingstoke Road in Whitley, Reading will be well known to those who travel this
route. It is a striking art deco style building on the west side of the road, partly obscured by greenery in front. The
building of heritage note is embedded in the wider commercial site, but facing the main road so openly accessible.

The site was originally opened as a factory for the Williamson Manufacturing Company. Williamson dates back to
th
the late 19 century when formed by James Williamson, a Hove-based movie pioneer. The company was active in
the aerial camera business and was a major supplier to the Royal Air Force during both world wars. As the need
for reconnaissance cameras declined after World War II the company moved into film processing and in particular
X-Ray film processing.
At the time of the building’s creation the Williamson company was new to Reading and used this factory as an
addition to the one they already had in Willesden Green; the original location remained their headquarters. The
two factories produced over 76,000 air cameras of all types for the Royal Air Force during both world wars along
with the printing machines used to render millions of photographs. One of their best-known products was the
‘Eagle’ aircraft camera.
The photographs below show one of Williamson’s factories, we don’t know if this is Reading, but it is likely to have
been very similar in terms of layout and the activities being undertaken.

Photographs courtesy of Grace’s Guide
The site is opposite the Whitley Estate and at the time of its building this new and rapidly growing housing area
would have provided a much-needed local workforce bringing benefit to both employer and employee.
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The site was later taken over by Bourjois; a French cosmetics group begun in the mid-1800s, who produced
fragrances, bath oils and soap products. The site was used for the manufacture of soap products and for the
distribution of perfumes.
After Bourjois departed the site was taken over by Gillette, who used the factory for the manufacture of their worldfamous safety razors and for other cosmetic items. The current
building was extended, retaining the northern half of the original
factory and the tower which were built by Williamson Manufacturing
in the 1930s. The extension is in the art deco style; a style that the
company also used for their Grade II listed factory in Brentford. The
similarities between the buildings are quite marked, but sadly the
Reading site did not get listed status at national level. The company
did not build the southern half of the building until the 1950s but is in
the same style, with planning officers stating that it adds to the
overall impact of the building as an important local landmark.
Gillette Building Great West Road, Brentford (Photograph courtesy of The
History of Brentford Website)
It is from this time that the building gets its commonly-known epithet and we see the Company name in large
letters over the doorways in blue lettering, as shown in one of the photographs below. The Gillette Company
th
originated in America in the late 19 century from the idea of inventor King Camp Gillette for the safety razor with
disposable blades. While sales started slowly they quickly grew and with their product patented the company was
renamed to the Gillette Safety Razor Company and operations were expanded outside of the US. The company’s
success was boosted in 1918 when the US military issued Gillette shaving kits to every serviceman that led on to
a continued habit of usage after the war. Directly after the war the Slough building was opened to build improved
razors. The development of Gillette's first twin-blade razor began in early 1964 in the Reading laboratories which
were located on our site. This razor utilised tandem blades and the "hysteresis effect" where one blade pulls the
whisker out of the hair follicle before cutting it and enables a second blade to cut the whisker even shorter before it
retracts back into the follicle.
th

An article in the Reading Evening Post of 14 March 1966 talks about the Gillette operations in the Reading
factory. As well as producing the aforementioned razors the site is now making increasing quantities of medical
products, plastics and toiletries. The ‘scimitar’ hypodermic needle is produced solely at the site and is being used
in eight out of ten UK hospitals at the time; it is part of the newly introduced concept of disposable hypodermic
syringes. To improve its medical market the site had recently become one of the few installations in the world to
use gamma radiation to sterilise surgical products. The site was employing 1,100 staff and still expanding. In what
we would now consider to be a slightly non-pc reference, the article talks of the opportunities that are offered to
young ladies on leaving school. In an article from the same paper nine years later we see the factory laying-off 50
employees, which is described as about a sixth of the company’s mainly female part-time workforce. It states that
the 1,500 fulltime employees were not impacted.

The current building retains several unique and individual external features, including the tower with its clock and
special windows near the top. Also of note are the almost matching north and south building staff entrances with
door furniture and brass work, and the gates at the vehicle entrance by the south side of the tower.
There is a high level of architectural significance, with the main building dating from between 1914 and 1939,
being substantially complete and unaltered (excluding the interior). The later extension to the south of the clock
tower, although built post 1939, was developed in the same style and is considered to add to the overall impact of
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the building as an important local landmark. The significance is focused on the exterior of the buildings. The
building is an example of deliberate town planning before 1947 being associated with the Whitley Estate and has
townscape value as a landmark building. The building has social significance having had an important role in the
development of one of Reading’s communities. It also has industrial importance relating to the historic industrial
processes and important business in the history of Reading particularly Williamson and Gillette.
To ensure that the building has protection it was given Local Listing in April 2019 – the listing covers the whole of
the red brick front building, including the clock tower. An application to list the building was sent to English
Heritage in 2008 but due to significant alteration of the interior it was rejected. Local Listing aims to ensure that the
historic and architectural interest of buildings of local importance, which do not meet the nationally listing criteria, is
taken account of during the planning process. Unlike nationally listed buildings, locally listed buildings do not have
statutory protection, but consent is still required to develop on and around them.

Proctor & Gamble, who operate the site now as owners of the Gillette brand, recently refurbished the listed
building in a sympathetic manner. Some of the interior can be seen through the windows or by going in to the
entrance lobby where the original stairs are visible - the building and the wider site is security controlled so please
ask permission before you take photographs.
You may be interested in an article from Berkshire Live (26 Oct 2017) entitled ‘Meet the last of a family of Gillette
employees as company celebrates 60 years’. It shows a number of photographs of the Gillette Building and site.
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VICTORIAN AND EDWARDIAN: BRITISH INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE
A Review of Lynn Pearson’s Book by Peter Trout
A teaspoon! I’ve had cheap, nasty ones and other rather elaborate souvenirs that have
never been used. A functional spoon of good shape and material is desired; design is
important, useful and pleasant to the eye. So it should be with factories.
When I look at the few industrial buildings in Reading, two or three spring to mind. The
remaining Huntley & Palmers’ building pleases me with its curving sweep of red brick and
its proud fascia of corn. On a smaller scale is the attractive brickwork of Walter Parson’s
corn store. The classical proportions of the railway station look out majestically without
being overbearing. There was a lovely façade of brick and terracotta at Cox & Wyman (see
BIAG News No 51 Spring 2020).
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Lynn Pearson’s book draws attention, too often lacking, to Victorian and Edwardian industrial architecture.
Neglect of factory architecture goes back a long time. Architects tended to snub such ‘low’ assignments as
factories, preferring country houses, churches and other fine buildings rather than ‘trade’. However, later in the
th
19 century there were many architects designing some wonderful buildings. Very often it was the entrance,
showroom and offices that got the full treatment. This was for many reasons: advertising, owners’ vainglory, rivalry
and prestige.
Outstanding in many ways were (and are, in a few cases) the chimney stacks – functional, dramatically attractive
and useful for publicity. There is a picture of Huntley & Palmers, for instance, with a plethora of stacks. (I went to
see the last to be blown up – it failed!)
Lynn deals with the development of the factory and the works, the latter more on the engineering side. The main
portion revolves around the commodities produced, viz: engineering; building materials; food and drink; textiles,
clothing and footwear; the home (e.g. crockery), paper and printing.
What struck me was Britain’s industrial manufacturing decline, even taking new industries and changing methods
into consideration. Many of the factories were the biggest in the world and leaders in production: for examples the
literally hundreds of cotton mills, particularly in Lancashire. An offshoot was the designing and building of mills as
an export trade. Even designing machinery that earned money through overseas licences. But many of the
factories have been closed in the last few decades. Take Huntley & Palmers, once the world leader, or Peak
Freans (Bermondsey, where I worked for a while). You can easily add to the list.
Appropriately the closing chapters deal with what is left after the ‘dark age’ of the mid-twentieth century. Now,
there is an increased appreciation of industrial heritage and, belatedly, listing (though that doesn’t always help).
Many sites have found new uses, most outstandingly for conversion into flats: look at the Simonds/Courage site in
Reading. Many have a commercial use as office blocks or business centres. Some include or abut museums – as
BIAG knows – such as at Comb Mill, Royal Gunpowder Works, Bursledon brickworks and Gloucester docks.
Lynn’s conclusion is worth quoting in full:
From working factories to images of factory works, Victorian and Edwardian industrial architecture still has
much to offer us in the twenty-first century. There is stunning architecture and soaring chimneys, spacious
venues and robust materials, all in a huge range of different contexts. Much was lost during the dark days
of the last century – it is hard to imagine, for instance, the Chancelot Mill in Leith being demolished today
but many buildings remain for us to see, use and enjoy.
I would heartily recommend this book. It has gems on every page. It is lavishly illustrated with Lynn’s own
photographs, ephemera (postcards, letterheads) and archive materials. The layout is convenient and good for
reference. It glistens with enthusiasm.
Lynn Pearson. Victorian and Edwardian: British Industrial Architecture. Marlborough. Crowood Press, 2016. (Lynn
Pearson has written over 20 books and gained the AIA Award for outstanding scholarship on the brewing industry).

PORT AND COMPANY TOWN OF GOOLE
REVIEW OF TALK GIVEN BY PETER TROUT – FROM BIAG’S SPRING PROGRAMME
Edwin Trout with pictures supplied by John Dearing
Peter opened by setting Goole in its geographical context, at the heart of a network of waterways, from the
th
Humber estuary in the east to the rivers feeding into it from the Pennine hills in the west, with a 19 century
network of canals in between, linking the coalfields and growing industrial cities of Sheffield, Wakefield, Leeds and
York.
Selectivity (F T Everard) approaching Goole Railway Swing Bridge (1993)
His focus here was on the Aire & Calder Navigation and he presented a
series of pictures of the canal scene, from a Leeds warehouse of 1829 to
more recent wharves, and images of powered vessels, steam tugs and
‘dumb’ barges. And in particular, the convoys of linked ‘Tom Puddings’
used for hauling coal. These were the brainchild of A&C’s chief engineer from 1853-95, William Bartholomew,
whose portrait was included. Several images of Tom Puddings followed, including one of an accident at Rawcliffe
and their eventual successor, British Waterways’ paired BACAT barges of the 1970s. The coal had to be unloaded
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on arrival at Goole and Peter showed several photographs of the special measures employed for transhipment:
huge, hydraulic boat hoists. There was a pair (Nos. 1 & 2) at Ouse Dock, while No. 4 was a floating hoist.
Having arrived at Goole, Peter reviewed the cluster of
individual docks, commencing with an aerial view taken
from a balloon in 1880. Photographs revealed A&C fly
boats thronging the docks and ships loading coal.
Railway Dock, which was extended in 1891, offers a clue
to the growing connectedness of Goole, as the railways
supplemented, though never supplanted the waterways.
The Ghent & Antwerp Railway Shed is another such clue
and an indicator of Goole’s maritime trading connections.
Beside coal, the unfolding years brought new freights,
and Peter showed pictures of the massive 50-ton crane
at Stanhope Dock lifting timber, even lorries and
locomotives. Containers were eventually introduced by
British Railways in the 1950s, for the Copenhagen
service.
The docks weren’t used just for transhipment, but were
also the centre of a shipbuilding industry, with the
indicatively named Goole Shipbuilding & Repairing Co at
its core. Perhaps rather more surprising, was the fact
that Malcolm Campbell’s Bluebird was built there in the
1930s.
Having described the port, Peter turned to the second
element of his title, the “company town”. Goole was the
conscious creation of commercial enterprise, designed to
compete with, and eventually overtake Selby further
upstream to the north. The Aire & Calder Navigation would cut out a loop of the river and head direct for the
Humber. Goole would be a new port, the town built up to service the docks. Early plans – illustrated here – were
prepared by J. D. Porteous and the town was built in the 1820s. Peter included a photograph of the centenary
celebrations in 1926. Also depicted were the individual streets, deliberately laid out in triangular grid: Aire St and
Ouse St, named for the rivers, and George St pictured in parallel from both 1850 and 1950. He ended this
sequence with a rather sad photograph of demolition being undertaken in the 1980s.
To conclude with Peter took a quick look at the characteristic shipping associated with Goole – vessels made or
based at the port – and showed a series of attractively coloured images in contrast with the black & white of the
foregoing. Pictures of traditional keels and sloops included those by local painter, Reuben Chappell of Goole
(1870 –1940). Coasters, schooners, and the later steamships followed. These illustrated the fleets of the various
Goole shipping companies, John Craven of Goole & Hull, F H Smith of Goole, the Goole Steamship Co, and the
Bennet Steamship Co of Goole. Perhaps the most memorable was of the SS Douglas, a refrigerator vessel of the
L&Y Rly at Goole, trapped by the ice in 1922
Peter’s talk was well paced, with a wide variety of illustrations, and was an interesting eye-opener on an industrial
town unfamiliar to most in the BIAG audience.

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY PUBLICATIONS
Readers will know that we receive the publications of the Association of Industrial
Archaeology which we make available at our regular monthly meetings. In view of the
suspension of these meetings I have a small collection accumulating. If anybody has a
particular interest in seeing these before we are able to resume, I will do my best to get it
to them.
Headline subjects covered are: IA News: 200 years of John Pilling & Sons, loom makers; Wetheriggs Pottery,
Cumbria; Elsecar Model Village; Newfoundland Industry. IA Review: Granite Quarries of SW England; Spanish
Tobacco factories; Textile Mills in Leen Valley; Sulphur production in Chile; An early railway in Cheshire;
Industrialisation in the Derwent Valley. Special publication: A guide to the Industrial Heritage of Merseyside (from
the Wirrall to St Helens). John Joyes is contactable on "treasurer@biag.org.uk".
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MYSTERY OBJECT
John Joyes
I expect most of you knew the answer to the Mystery Object posted in the BIAG Issue
52 newsletter. It was of course a pigeon-timing clock. Although not the thing it once
was, the Royal Pigeon Racing Association (1896) still exists, and even the Queen is
supposed to keep a loft at Sandringham. And I always thought it was a northern thing –
that’s my prejudice for you! Back to the mystery object, returning pigeons had their tags
securely locked in the cavities inside the clock until adjudication time, and the chart
once removed gave no opportunity for error or dispute.
This issue’s mystery object is not in fact a mystery at all – it has its function clearly labelled on the device – the
Lea Integrator, made by the Lea Recorder Company of Manchester. The mystery is in what industry or application
it might have been used, and why is it so complex? Suggestions invited.
It consists of a stout oak case 65cm high and weighing more than
20kgs. A vertical rod at the left enters the bottom of the case with a
stroke of 5 inches, as seen on the brass scale. A rack and pinion gear
transfers the vertical motion to a horizontal rotating drum with a helical
groove. A peg in the groove transfers the rotation to a horizontal
motion coupled to a pen which records its varying position on a chart
drum which rotates once per day. The clock mechanism is inside the
drum and is wound by a lever on its left. The horizontal motion is also
coupled to a numerical indicator, calibrated 1 unit = 100 pounds, which
is incremented by the rotation of a small wheel resting on the surface
of a roughened disk which is itself rotating, as the label says, 4 turns
per hour, driven by a large brass pendulum clock wound with the huge
key (and completely separate from the drum clock). The radial position
of the numerical indicator wheel on the roughened disk increases in
proportion to the displacement of the horizontal motion, thus providing
the time integral of the horizontal position, in the manner first used by
James Thomson, brother of William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), in 1896,
for calculating tide tables. Clearly, no home should be without one!

HERITAGE OPEN DAYS 2020 – BIAG’S CONTRIBUTION
Jo Alexander-Jones
As part of this year’s Heritage Open Days, which this year has a strongly online focus, BIAG held
a Twitter Conference entitled ‘IA in Berkshire and Beyond: Our Industrial Heritage Explored in
th
280 Characters’ on 15 September. The concept of a Twitter Conference is to present a series of
papers comprising around 15 tweets, which are each restricted to a maximum of 280 characters
including spaces. This makes them pithy and allows attendees to quickly grasp the subject in
hand; links can be used to take readers to further information if they are interested. Our programme was:








16.00
16.15
16.45
17.15
17.45
18.15
18.45

I like it, tell me more: Getting in to Industrial Archaeology
Saving a Revolution: Industrial Heritage and the Impact of COVID-19
Surviving the Wrecking Ball: Industrial Buildings in Berkshire
Funiculars: The Ups and Downs of a Leisure Transport Phenomenon
Berkshire’s Historic Gas Industry
Reading Cemetery: The Industrialisation of Death
The Conservation of Industrial Written Heritage

Our contributors mainly comprised our BIAG colleagues, but we were joined by Dr Mike Nevell who is the Chair of
the Association for Industrial Archaeology and Industrial Heritage Support officer for England. The event was a
success with lots of engagement from groups and individuals around the country and during the week of
advertising and the actual event we had over 700 views to the BIAG website. My thanks go to all who contributed
and attended.
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GHOST SIGNS – PART OF OUR HERITAGE
Graham Smith
Advertisements painted by hand directly onto the brickwork of buildings were once a common sight all over the
country. The development of other forms of signage led to their decline but some still survive, often faded. These
‘Ghost Signs’ provide a window into the past and evidence of the craftsmanship that once went into their
production. However, they are disappearing fast, often due to weathering but also as a result of property
development. The History of Advertising Trust (hatads.org.uk) has catalogued many, though by no means all.
Most members will be aware of the ‘Povey & Wade’ sign
painted on the side (Kings Road West) wall of 55 Cheap
Street, Newbury and some may even remember the shop.
The business was there between the 1920s and the 1970s
or 1980s – it moved to Thatcham before eventually closing
down.
If you look closely at the signage, you’ll see that a
reference to a previous business, Turk & Son, has been
overpainted. Their name is also just discernible on the
building to the rear (pictured below) that was later
occupied by Marsh Engineering (the two companies do
not appear to have been linked).

Others we’re aware of within Newbury are on the front of the former Black Boys Hotel (62-63 Bartholomew Street,
closed 1955, right above) and the gable end of the Park Street offices now used as the Conservative Party
constituency base (below). There the remnants of an advert for Alphonse Cary, a music business that closed in
the early 1960s, can just be made out (perhaps the current occupants would like to consider refurbishing it?).
Coincidentally, those offices also feature a hoist that was made by Turk & Son; Turk & Son’s name may also still
appear on a few drain covers around the area – do you know of any? (The one photographed was in York Road,
Newbury until it was resurfaced in about 2017.)

Are you aware of any more ghost signs in and around Berkshire?
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FORTHCOMING BIAG 2020 MEETINGS PROGRAMME
Due to Covid-19 our 2020 programme has been postponed and will instead move in to 2021 when we hope to be
able to reintroduce our monthly talks and shared activities.
We shall continue to share articles and news with the membership and keep the website updated, so please send
in anything that you think would be of interest to newsletter@biag.org.uk
As has already been shared the subs for 2021 will be suspended to reflect the hiatus in activities so making it a
FREE Membership year to all who are currently members and those who join us. Please let others know as we
are confident that once people experience BIAG they will want to stay as members.
Forthcoming events of interest from other organisations
Most events have been postponed or cancelled, with rescheduled dates yet to be announced. However, the AIA
have announced that their 2020 Annual Conference will move to 19th – 26th August 2021 with the venue and
programme unaltered (Liverpool Hope University) from this year’s plans (See AIA website for updates).
The BIAG website is being kept updated as news of events are published – www.biag.org.uk

For general BIAG business, please contact the Secretary: Graham Smith on 01635 580356, at 114 Shaw
Road, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 1HR or via email secretary@biag.org.uk
Submissions to BIAG News are welcome in any format; just contact Jo Alexander-Jones with any IA-themed
articles, letters, pictures, cuttings from journals and similar on 07980803050 or via e-mail
newsletter@biag.org.uk

September 2020

Printing and distribution: Bob Haskins
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